
FIFTY FROM FIFTY

by STUART DAGGER

Which is, of course, nothing, and that was about the sum total of the ideas in my head when I realised
that as part of the golden jubilee I’d be expected to write some sort of “Looking Back” article. I had
already done both the “Story of Counter” and the “Then and Now”pieces just over two years ago to
mark our 10th anniversary and it was clearly much too soon to revisit either of those topics. So, since
this is a games magazine, I did what a game designer would do when stuck, which is borrow an idea
from somebody else – in this case fellow member of the board Mike Clifford. In issue 41 he gave you
his idea of the best games from the Counter period; now it’s my turn.

I’ve gone for an even spread, splitting the run into 5 decades– a word which, I was delighted to find
when checking the dictionary, doesn’t have to refer to years; it can also serve for 10 consecutive issues
– and selecting 9-11 from each. The criterion for selection was that not only do I like these games, but
the other members of the group I play with do as well. So these are the games that in the case of the
older ones we like and have played a lot, and which in the case of the newer ones we like, have already
played a fair bit and expect to play a lot more in the future.

Decade 1: Counters 1-10
As far as we are concerned, the best two games from this periodare Ra and The Princes of Florence,
with the latter as the best strategy game and the former as thebest of the middleweights. Both were part
of that dazzling early sequence from Alea that for a time seemed to put all other publishers in the shade.
Ra is the game that should have won the SdJ for Reiner Knizia, butit had the misfortune to come up
against Tikal, which swept the board, winning all three mainawards. Interestingly, opinion now seems
to have reversed that early ranking and Ra is rated significantly higher on BGG than its erstwhile rival.
However, as far as awards are concerned it is opinion at the time that matters. The Princes of Florence
has also grown in reputation over the years. It did win the IGA, but critics in Germany weren’t bowled
over by it and Rio Grande’s initial decision was not to publishan English edition, only changing their
mind when they realised that, despite the text on the cards, English-speaking gamers were buying the
German edition in significant numbers.

Tikal’s shine may have faded a little, but it remains a very good game and is one of the next batch on
my list, along with Union Pacific, Kardinal & König, Basari andVinci. Union Pacific was Alan Moon’s
second take on his 1990 game, Airlines. Airlines is sufficiently good to have made the Sumo/Counter
Hall of Fame and Union Pacific is at least as good, if not better. Kardinal & König (known as Web of
Power in English) is the game that brought Michael Schacht toour attention. Hopes that it heralded
a challenger to what was then Reiner’s crown as the favoured designer of those who liked games with
some depth weren’t to be fulfilled, as though he has been very prolific, it has been with much lighter
stuff and only one of his games since has had the weight of thisone. Not that this detracts from K&K,
which continues to be played, especially as a 3-player.

Basari was another that got us excited about a new name, but Reinhard Staupe, like Michael Schacht,
has mainly opted for lighter fare in recent years. A card gameversion called Edel, Stein & Reich would
later be published as number 4 in the Alea “small box” series,but though I like that as well, I prefer the
boardgame original. Vinci scratches the same sort of itch asHistory of the World – fairly lighthearted,
multi-player fisticuffs. Giving it a recent fantasy makeover has given this one a second turn in the
spotlight, but I’m not convinced that changing the cast to elves, dwarves and goblins makes for greater
interest and so I’ll stay with the original.

Game collections also need good “end of session” closers andhere those whose length can easily be
varied to fit the time available are especially valuable. Forus that tends to mean card games of the sort
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where each hand doesn’t take too long. There is no shortage ofsuch games but only a few establish and
keep a firm hold, and the first ten issues of Counter produced three of them: David & Goliath (Reinhard
Staupe’s other good game), Zoff im Zoo (also known as Frank’sZoo) and the third of the Klaus Palesch
trilogy, Mit List und Tücke.

My last choice from issues 1-10 is one on its own: Turfmaster.There have been a lot of games which
take horse racing as their theme, but if the sport is one that interests you, there are only two that are of
any account: this one and the old 3M game, Win Place & Show. Andof the two, not only is this the
better one to look at, but it is the one that does the better jobof simulating proper horse races.

Decade 2: Counters 11-20
There is a different feel to this batch – a much higher proportion of definite gamers’ games and only two
light ones that you might use to try and interest people from outside the hobby. The reason for this is
not that the tastes of my group changed, but that it was aroundnow that the designer-publishers really
began to make their presence felt.

The fluffies are Carcassonne and TransAmerica. Carcassonne, like Settlers, has generated a phenomenal
number of expansions and spin-offs. I lost interest after the first one, and only got that because a friend
bought it for me as a present, but the original game should be in everyone’s collection. TransAmerica
is one of our standard closers and a game with an interesting history. Its designer, the late Franz-Benno
Delonge tried without success to interest German companiesin it. He then offered it to Winsome, who
published it without making any changes to the design. Only then did a German company wake up to
its potential. Their reward: a place on the SdJ short list. It’s a game we reach for when we want to finish
with something other than “a few hands of cards”.

The Alea “big box” series placed two games in my first batch andit repeats the feat in the second with
Die Händler von Genua and Puerto Rico. The former was my first sighting of Rüdiger Dorn, one of the
best of the post-Knizia generation of German designers. Obsessive hagglers find that this first game of
his takes too long, but my group isn’t of that stamp and so for us it works as intended. Puerto Rico is
quite simply a work of genius, whose only drawback was that itgave Alea an impossible act to follow.

My next pair are from publishers I don’t normally look to for games of the sort that appeal to me, both
being companies who concentrate their fishing in much biggerpools. Ravensburger provided San Marco
and Hasbro gave us Traumfabrik. San Marco works much better with 3 than with 4, but as a 3-player
is very good indeed. Traumfabrik is another of Reiner Knizia’s series of clever auction games. Later
American editions were forced to remove some of the fun because of laws that prevented them from
using the names of real stars, but I have the original and so when we play we can cast Marilyn Monroe
in The Ten Commandments which adds greatly to the entertainment.

The final four are from the indies I mentioned at the start of this section: Liberté and Age of Steam from
Martin Wallace, Funkenschlag from Friedemann Friese and Keythedral from Richard Breese. (And
since this is my game with my rules, the fact that I have chosenAge of Steam and Funkenschlag means
that as a bonus I’ll get Steam and Power Grid when they come along later. Think of it as a share-style
rights issue.)

Decade 3: Counters 21-30
A number of significant things happen here, with the best of them being the return to top form of Hans im
Glück. Exploiting the gold strike that was Carcassonne had been an understandable preoccupation for
them. Also, for those of us whose preference is for games at the medium to heavy end of the spectrum
their previous position at the centre of the spotlight had been taken away by Alea, but now they were
back and three of my ten games in this section are from them: Amun-Re, Goa and St Petersburg. The
situation with Goa and St Petersburg is rather like that withRa and Tikal. They were contemporaries,
they contended for the awards and the one that lost out is now the more highly regarded by those who
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rate games on the Geek. Of the two I slightly preferred Goa andstill do, but I wouldn’t be without either
of them. As for Amun-Re, we weren’t to know it at the time, but itwould prove to be the last of the
wonderful sequence of gamers’ games from Reiner Knizia that stretched back to Medici and Modern
Art. After this his attention turned to other areas of the market, but it was a great way to bow out.

That’s two significant events: the return to form of Hans im Glück and the departure for pastures new
of Reiner Knizia. The third was that the Alea big box series ranout of steam. It would recover, but not
for several years. Fortunately, Stefan Brück had a Plan B in the shape of a medium box series and that
got off to a good start with Louis XIV. This, like Goa, was fromRüdiger Dorn and gave him the third
hit needed to secure a place on the editor’s list of the favoured.

The next three are from designers who were already well established on the German publishers’ lists:
Alhambra from Dirk Henn, Industria from Michael Schacht andTicket to Ride from Alan Moon. Al-
hambra, like most of Dirk Henn’s games from this time, was a reworking of an earlier design, part of
his and Queen’s strategy of “keep publishing the things until they’re a hit”. In the review both Ben and
Larry warned against playing the game with more than 4 players, but we never do and as a 3- and 4-
player we have had a lot of fun with it. Industria has an uncharacteristic amount of depth for a Michael
Schacht game and Fairplay described it as “Knizia-like”, which is probably why I like it. Of course,
in making that comment they were referring to the Knizia of Amun-Re; these days it is more a case of
Reiner being “Schacht-like”! With Ticket to Ride I have both the original and “Europe”. If forced to
choose, I’d take Europe, but a better option would be to ditchthe inset and put both in the same box.

My last three are again from designer publishers: Reef Encounter from Richard Breese, Princes of the
Renaissance from Warfrog and Jenseits von Theben, which was initially self-published by its designer
Peter Prinz but was later given the full treatment by Queen. Despite stern competition, Reef Encounter
is Richard’s best game to date, in my view. Very clever and completely original. As is Jenseits von
Theben, which also managed a perfect marriage of theme and mechanisms.

Decade 4: Counters 31-40
Eleven selections from the first decade followed by two tens.I have to go below at some point and it’s
here, but although I am only choosing nine, they contain someof my very favourite games of the whole
set.

Topping the list is Brass, the game which disputes with Age of Steam for the accolade of Martin Wal-
lace’s masterpiece, and which for me just edges it. Not far behind is Agricola, which transformed
Lookout from the company that produced expansions for Bohnanza to a serious and ambitious player
at the “heavy” end of the market, where they find themselves part of a new wave of German companies
whose clear target is the hobby gamer.

Also part of that wave is Eggert. Their real breakthrough came when they teamed up with designer Mac
Gerdts, he of the rondels. I have enjoyed all his games, with my favourite being Hamburgum, and that
is my next pick. This is followed by Caylus, Indonesia and Tribune. Caylus is one of the few games to
make it to number one on the Geek and it remains in their top ten. It didn’t invent the “collect resources”
genre, but it did turn it into a fashion and it’s still one of the best. Indonesia is a very fine and original
business game. It is also the one time I got it right with Splotter. I like some of their games and dislike
others, and my record of failing to buy the former and buying the latter is close to perfect. Tribune was
the welcome return of an old master – Karl-Heinz Schmiel – andit proved he can still deliver.

No concessions to the family market so far, but my next choicewon the Spiel des Jahres. It is Thurn
und Taxis by the remarkable Andreas Seyfarth. He publishes very infrequently – half a dozen games
in twenty years if you don’t count expansions and spin-offs –but among that half dozen you have two
good winners of the SdJ plus Puerto Rico. Those who design games for a living must find him very
irritating . . .
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Rounding out this group are two British games: Canal Mania and Onthe Underground. The second of
these is like Alhambra in being much better if you disregard the publisher’s advice about the upper limit
on player numbers and lower it, but as a 3-player it is excellent. And so too is Canal Mania. There are
lots of route making games, but this one brought something genuinely new to the genre, new both in its
theme and its mechanisms. It really does deliver on its claimto be about the Canal Age. One of my
group’s all-time favourites.

Decade 5: Counters 41-50
For the games from issues 1 to 40 enough time has passed for novelty to have worn off and opinions
to have stabilised. If people in the group are still asking toplay a game two years after I bought, then
it can reasonably claim to be part of the core collection. That is not the case for the games in this last
batch, which takes us right up to the present issue (though I did decide that London wasn’t eligible on
the grounds that, although I have written about it this issue, it hasn’t yet been published). So this last set
has to be seen as more of a provisional selection.

The major event of the last couple of years has been the launchof the Treefrog line. Instead of giving
us one game a year, Martin is now giving us three or even four, and for those of us who like his games
that is obviously going to have an effect on any list we compile. Four of my ten are Treefrogs: Tinners’
Trail, After the Flood, Automobile and Age of Industry. And that is with me exercising self-discipline;
the two railway games could easily have been included as wellhad I not firmly reminded myself that I
had to leave space for other things. How long he can continue at this pace remains to be seen, but the
line already adds up to the most astonishing display of creativity that I have seen in over 35 years in the
hobby. And these games are not “one-idea pot boilers” of the sort that is normally implied by the word
“prolific”. These are games of substance.

Next come a reworking of an old favourite and the best race game we have seen in many a year. These
are, of course, A Brief History of the World from the Ragnars andSnow Tails from Fragor. This makes
six British games out of this final batch of ten. Clearly not a reflection of the balance of global activity
in the game industry, and probably evidence for the existence of a British style that appeals to British
taste, but it does show that while the hobby may be close to invisible in this country, we do have some
talented designers. It also shows how things have turned around over the period of Counter’s existence;
there are no British designs in the set from Decade 1.

Rounding out the collection are three German games and one Italian. These are Le Havre – the game that
consolidated things for Uwe Rosenberg and Lookout after their “out of the blue” success with Agricola
– and three games from last year’s Essen: Hansa Teutonica, Macao and Vasco da Gama.

When I sat down to compile this list, I found it a lot less agonising than I expected, especially with the
older games. I don’t keep the detailed records that many of you do, but as a reminder to myself that it is
much too easy to get carried away when it comes to buying games, I do keep track of how many times
each game I buy gets played. So to a fair degree I could just “follow the numbers”. However, any list of
this type is inevitably very much a case of one person’s/group’s view, a fact brought home to me when
I looked at the choices made by Simon Neale’s panel later in the magazine. Their top one doesn’t make
my top fifty!

It is important, don’t you think, that an editor should be in tune with his readers.

Except when they’re wrong. . .
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